Full spectral optical modeling of quantum-dot-converted elements for light-emitting diodes considering reabsorption and reemission effect.
Quantum dots (QDs) have attracted significant attention in light-emitting diode (LED) illumination and display applications, owing to their high quantum yield and unique spectral properties. However, an effective optical model of quantum-dot-converted elements (QDCEs) for (LEDs) that entirely considers the reabsorption and reemission effect is lacking. This suppresses the design of QDCE structures and further investigation of light-extraction/conversion mechanisms in QDCEs. In this paper, we proposed a full spectral optical modeling method for QDCEs packaged in LEDs, entirely considering the reabsorption and reemission effect, and its results are compared with traditional models without reabsorption or reemission. The comparisons indicate that the QDCE absorption loss of QD emission light is a major factor decreasing the radiant efficacy of LEDs, which should be considered when designing QDCE structures. According to the measurements of fabricated LEDs, only calculation results that entirely consider reabsorption and reemission show good agreement with experimental radiant efficacy, spectra, and peak wavelength at the same down-conversion efficiency. Consequently, it is highly expected that QDCE will be modeled considering the reabsorption and reemission events. This study provides a simple and effective modeling method for QDCEs, which shows great potential for their structure designs and fundamental investigations.